
Tourism Highlights
of SCANDINAVIA

Scandinavia-

Scandinavian countries are famous for its beaches which are the best in Northern Europe. They are also
known for their Viking heritage, wooden churches, steep mountains and deep fjords. Regularly ranked
as one of the best cities in the world in which to live, Oslo boasts a rich cultural scene and numerous
things to do, and is famous for its theater, museums, and galleries.Denmark's capital, Copenhagen, is by
far the largest city in the country. Arguably Scandinavia's most relaxed capital city, Copenhagen has a
distinctly European feel, a friendly street-life, and unique café culture that will make you want to return
time and time again.

BEST OF SCANDINAVIA
 2 Nights In Copenhagen
 1 Night cruise ride Copenhagen to Oslo
 2 Nights in Oslo
 2 Nights In Stockholm

Day 01-Mumbai to Copenhagen-
Arrive at the Copenhagen Airport, Welcome to Denmark. On arrival, proceed towards the Hotel. After
such a hectic journey Enjoy the at leisure.
Overnight in Copenhagen.



Day 02- Copenhagen –
After breakfast at the hotel be ready for The Grand Copenhagen Tour
Up to a tower top, under bridges, over cobblestones, through corridors and halls, and into a maze of
castle rooms, this is the Grand Copenhagen Private Driving Tour. On a scale of 1 to 10, this is a tour of
10.0's, and it starts with a pick up by your private guide and driver for a grand excursion!

If you don’t find Danes biking, they’re on the water! During our tour, we’ll hop aboard a small group
canal cruise where your friendly captain will sail you through the harbour and canals passing by
Christiansborg Palace and iconic modern architecture such as The Black Diamond and Copenhagen
Opera House. Back to land, we’ll continue with what we didn’t see from the harbour. Remnants of the
Copenhagen Old Town can still be seen in parts of the inner city which we'll scope out by foot and from
on top of The Round Tower (wait, is that Sweden over there?!).

Cast your gaze a little closer to home to see the towers of Rosenborg Castle poking up from The King's
Garden. To get a closer look at this Renaissance masterpiece, we'll head down the street and into the
castle built by one of Copenhagen’s master builder’s, King Christian IV. With its marvellous interiors
(unique to the castle), Rosenborg is a gem in the crown on a visit to Copenhagen. Once we've been
awestruck by the castle, it's time to hop back in our private vehicle and continue our scenic drive
through the city to another (less visited) gem, the Copenhagen City Hall. A short visit inside will surely
leave you impressed if Rosenborg Castle did not! After a day of marvelling at the wonders of
Copenhagen, with plenty of photos on your camera, it's time to drop you off where we began our day.

With so many perfect 10's the city has to offer, we’ll show you as much as we can in the time we have.
After all, what’s a visit to Copenhagen without seeing Tivoli Gardens, Amalienborg Palace,
Christianshavn, the entrance to Christiania, The Lakes… there’s so much to see, don’t you agree?! Please
note: Due to a large number of events, partial or full closure of the City Hall can take place.Guests are
not able to bring bags in to the castle, all bags need to be stored in the lockers found at Rosenborg
Castle. Due to official functions, the castle may be partially or fully closed. If the palace is closed,
OURWAY Tours reserves the right to swap the visit to Rosenborg Castle with a visit to Christiansborg
Palace. If your group is larger than 11 people OURWAY Tours reserves the right to swap the small-group
canal cruise large-group canal cruise.
Overnight in Copenhagen

Day 03- Copenhagen to Oslo By Mini Cruise-SAIL AWAY WITH MINICRUISE TO OSLO
The iconic Cruse sailing from Copenhagen to Oslo travels across Kattegat and Skagerrak, with a stop for
on-boarding in Frederikshavn.

Guests sleep comfortably in cabins at night and can enjoy the sunlight on the open deck during the day.
The duration of the trip is 19 hours.

All cabins have a private en-suite bathroom with a shower and toilet. Certain guest rooms have a desk or
seating area. Superior rooms have breakfast included.

Guests on board can choose between an array of dining options. The Italian restaurant Little Italy serves
simple and delicious pizzas and pasta, while Espresso House has a selection of cold and warm beverages,
as well as pastries and sandwiches. Explorers bistro serves a mix of Nordic and international dishes with
its own child-friendly buffet. After dinner, guests can grab a drink in the wine bar, listen to live music in
the pub or dance the night away in the nightclub.



Sea Shop offers tax-free shopping with a variety of designer clothes and accessories, quality wines and
spirits, as well as Scandinavian sweets and home ware.

Children can enjoy a range of activities on the ferry, including a children's club with maritime
entertainment. There is also a pool and a hot tub available for a surcharge.

This one-way cruise departs from DFDS Terminal at Dampfærgevej in Copenhagen and arrives the next
morning at Vippetangen in Oslo. A shuttle bus between the terminal and Copenhagen central station is
available at a surcharge.
Departures are at 14.00 every day, with an arrival at 09:00 the next morning.

Afterwards, you’ll be free to explore what the city has to offer.
Overnight in Cruise

Day 04 –Arrive in Oslo- Arrive in Oslo at 09:00.
Afterwards, you’ll be free to explore what the city has to offer.
Later do check in at the hotel in Oslo.
Overnight in Oslo

Day 05- Oslo-After breakfast at the hotel, enjoy Oslo Highlights Private Walking Tour, Oslo
Sculptures, Viking warriors and buildings that look like icebergs protruding out of the sea… these are a
few of our favourite Oslo Highlights we can’t wait to show you! Need more detail maybe? Put on your
most comfortable walking shoes, it’s time to hit the town. We’re off to emerge ourselves in the very
best of the Norwegian capital.

First up, a walking tour of the city centre. We’ll cover the As to Zs of Oslo, with everything from the
Nobel Peace Prize Ceremony held at Oslo City Hall to great Norwegians throughout history at The
National Theatre, The Royal Palace, Parliament and Akershus Fortress. Having seen the city centre, we
tram it up to Frogner district to stretch out legs and breathe the fresh air of the world’s largest sculpture
park.

Entering through the gates of Vigeland Park reveals a spectacular sight to behold. The many sculptures
of Norwegian sculptor Gustav Vigeland come in the form of a monolith, a fountain, a wheel of life, and
everything in between. Enjoy a guided tour in the park before we pick up the bus out to another green
area of Oslo, home to many of the city’s most visited museums.

Grab your swords and shields as we prepare to raid, pillage and plunder our way through the Viking Ship
Museum and the history of the Vikings. The three Viking ships and artefacts in the museum are a true
wow-experience transporting you back to the time of the Berserkers.

Bussing it back to the city centre, five hours have nearly passed, and you have seen all the Oslo
Highlights on this private walking tour… except one. We save one of the best for last, the Oslo Opera
House. Hopefully, now you can see what we mean by “sculptures, Viking warriors and icebergs.
Overnight in Oslo.



Day 6 – Oslo to Stockholm-
After breakfast check out from hotel and you will proceed towards Stockholm by flight. On arrival do
hotel check in and enjoy the Stockholm Evening Wildlife Safari, Stockholm
In Stockholm, as is always the case in Sweden, nature is never far away. Just beyond the city limits are
extensive lush forests and plenty of farming and agricultural land that are inhabited by a vast array of
wildlife. Here, Moose, Deer, Foxes, Hares and Wild Boar roam undisturbed. Our Wildlife Safari runs
during dusk, which is an optimal time to go in search of animals, and in particular, the “Kings of the
Forest” (Moose) who usually roam at sundown to graze and search for water.

Your guide will welcome you onboard our small and comfortable minivan before heading out of the city
and into one of Stockholm’s most wildlife-rich areas. Once out in nature and before starting the safari
proper, get to know your safari companions and enjoy a traditional Swedish Midsummer meal at an
outdoor camp. Your knowledgeable guide will take this time to explain more about the habitat
surrounding you, and the animals that inhabit it. You will then navigate through rural landscapes
characterised by traditional red cottages, classic manor houses, majestic forests and historical rune
stones from the Viking age, searching for wildlife. We do so by van so as to cover a greater distance and
increase your chances of spotting wildlife, we usually see at least 3 out of 5 of the animals mentioned, if
not all 5! Once the sun has set you will return to the city.

You will also take a short walk through the forest before enjoying a Swedish Midsummer Meal at an
outdoor camp amongst the nature.
Overnight in Stockholm

Day 7– Stockholm -
After breakfast proceed for Stockholm Private Walking Tour, Stockholm
Discover the main sights of Stockholm, the biggest town of the Nordic Countries, a city built on water,
integrating land and sea, old and new, into a cityscape of fabulous charm. These labyrinths of the island
are the cultural, media, political, and economic center of Sweden. Hit all the must-see spots, stroll along
narrow lines with historical buildings and explore the history of Stockholm with our guide. See
Stockholm as it is, a town full of ancient and modern history as you walk through the Old Town area and
the cosmopolitan neighborhoods.

You will learn about:
・ Stockholm’s history
・ history of the Viking people
・ the old city of Stockholm
・ the Stockholm Syndrome
・ Carl Gustav XVI and Queen Sylvia
・ the assassination of Gustavus III, patron of the arts, at a masked ball in 1792 at the Royal Palace
・ Stockholm BloodBath of 1520

You will see:
・ Gamla Stan
・ Riddarholmen
・ City Hall
・ Opera
・ Parliament



Overnight in Stockholm

Day 8 – Stockholm to Mumbai -
After breakfast check out from hotel, our car will drop you at the airport.
Board a flight for hometown with lots of good memories.


